
SLABBED NEW MEDIA, LLC 

The 
Alternative 
New Media 
for the Gulf 

South
 

Via facsimile (902) 742‐0678 

February 6, 2013 

Office of the Prothonotary 
164 Mail Street 
Yarmouth, NS B5A 1C2 
 
RE: Yarmouth Action #411345 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On the evening of Monday, February 4, 2013 I was given by hand delivery documents purporting to be filed in the 
Nova Scotia Supreme Court by Trout Point Lodge, Charles Leary and Vaughn Perret alleging copyright infringement 
under the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act compelling my presence at a hearing applying to the court for an 
injunction with  less  than  three days’ notice.   Attached  to  this “notice of application  in court”  is a  statement of 
claim from another lawsuit filed in December 2012 Yar #409679, such statement having since been amended out 
of the original complaint in that action.  I have yet to receive notice from the Plaintiff’s of the amended complaint 
in civil  action  409679 and instead was sent a copy via my lawyer by a member of the media along with an inquiry.  
This is a clear attempt to mislead the provincial courts. 

Since the emails between the plaintiff’s and my webhost clearly deal with the US law, Digital Copyright Millennium 
Act and clearly indicate they were operating under the procedures proscribed under that law I am submitting the 
accompanying 12b motion under the Rules of Civil Procedure for the US District Courts in the Southern District of 
Mississippi, the court which the Digital Millennium Copyright clearly states has  jurisdiction of disputes under this 
US  law.   A 12b motion does not admit or otherwise stipulate  that  I agree  to  the  jurisdiction of  the Nova Scotia 
Provincial  courts  as  it  request  a  case  be  dismissed  due  to  a  lack  of  jurisdiction.  The  courts  should  direct  the 
plaintiffs to the US District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi as the only outcome under actions brought 
under the Digital Copyright Millennium Act. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

 
Douglas Handshoe 
Slabbed New Media, LLC 
Post Office Box 788 
Wiggins, MS 39577 
Phone: (228) 284‐0004 
 
Cc: Trout Point Lodge via facsimile and email  
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Supreme Court of Nova Scotia
Yarmouth Number 411345

Trout Point Lodge
Vaughn Perret
Charles Leary

v.

Douglas K. Handshoe

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule 12b motion to dismiss Notice of Application in Court

Douglas K Handshoe answers the Notice of Application in Court for an injunction under the US

Digital Millennium Copyright Act:

Introduction

1. This is an action to prevent Plaintiffs from engaging in the improper practice of libel tourism

against defendant, who is a United States citizen. Specifically, plaintiffs, also United States

Citizens  brought baseless copyright claims against defendant in Canada, under the United

States Digital Millennium Copyright Act a law with which the Nova Scotia Supreme Court

has no connection, because it is he law of the United States of America, not Canada. United

States law does not welcome those that bring baseless copyright claims colloquially terming

such claimants “copyright trolls” and “libel terrorist”. In fact, the United States specifically

preclude enforcement of any and all foreign judgments obtained by libel terrorists.

Parties

2. Applicant Trout Point Lodge Limited is a Nova Scotia company owned by several

Louisianians connected to the disgraced former Parish President of Jefferson Parish Aaron
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Broussard, himself a self admitted felon currently facing up to 15 years in prison for crimes

including his use of his property at the Resort at Trout Point to launder the proceeds of a

corrupt bribery scheme.

3. Applicants Vaughn Perret and Charles Leary are Managing Directors of several Broussard

connected business entities including Nova Scotia Enterprises, LLC, a company identified by

United States Prosecutors as a conduit for an illegal bribery scheme.  The only connection

Nova Scotia has to the scheme is it is the foreign land where the ill gotten gains from

Broussard’s various corrupt business schemes were hidden, out of sight of the American

public.

4. Respondent Douglas Handshoe is a nationally recognized investigative journalist whose media

company Slabbed New Media publishes a blog that is targeted to a specific American

audience in the southern United States.

Salient facts

5. Slabbed New Media’s website provides a forum for local residents and other interested parties

to gather and share information regarding various political and legal affairs issues that impact

this area in topics including but not limited to insurance, various ongoing court cases, the Gulf

Oil Spill of 2010 and a political corruption scandal in Jefferson Parish Louisiana.

6. Respondent says Applicants are copyright trolls that serially filed, and caused others to file,

bogus take down notices under the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

7. Respondent says Slabbed New Media has valid defenses to the baseless copyright

infringement claims of Leary and Perret under United States the Digital Millennium Copyright

Act and as such filed valid counter notifications under Title 17 United States Code Section
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512.

8. Pursuant to Section 512(c)(1)(C) I specifically consented to the jurisdiction of the United

States District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi in each counter notification.

9. Respondent says under the DMCA the Applicants had 14 days to file for an injunction with

the United States District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi. The Applicants failed

to do so.

10. Respondent says under the Digital Copyright Millennium Act those that file baseless DMCA

takedown notices alleging copyright infringement are responsible for the payment of all legal

fees.

11. Respondent says Applicants have filed the application for an injunction in an improper venue

in order to avoid paying fees associated with their baseless claims.

12. Applicants are currently liable to the respondent for over $50,000 in attorney’s fees associated

with an action brought against Respondent under the Securing the Protection of our Enduring

and Established Constitutional Heritage Act (the "SPEECH Act"), 28 U.S.C. §§ 4101-4105,

and the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201-2202. In that case Respondents were

found to have engaged in the practice of libel tourism filing baselss defamation suits with

allegations concocted out of whole cloth. (See Trout Point Lodge et al v Doug K Handshoe

Case number 12cv90 US District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi)

13. Applicants business partner at Trout Point Lodge, Daniel G. “Danny” Abel currently has a

defamation lawsuit against Respondent pending in United States District Court thus

Applicants have easy access to the US Court System.

14. Mr Abel’s reputation as a lawyer in the United States is very bad as he has been continually
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sanctioned by multiple courts for unethical behavior in the practice of law.

15. In the United States one must have a good reputation to lose in order to prove defamation.

Mr Abel and his business partners at Trout Point Lodge can never meet that legal standard

due to a string of failed US business ventures, unpaid business vendors and associations with

feloniously corrupt United States politicians.

16. Applicants have levied false, defamatory allegations in court filings against several Canadian

citizens including a former employee, Joyce Case Harlow and a respected local Journalist

Timothy Gillespie.

17.  Applicants have issued multiple threats of litigation against Mr Gillespie for covering their

various defamation suits against the US Media and tried to have him barred from an open

court proceeding in Yarmouth.

18. Applicants have issued Gillespie self admitted fake press release in a paranoid hunt for their

imagined enemies to fuel their ever growing wild conspiracy theories.

19. Applicants have created anonymous blogs on platforms such as Wordpress and Blogger

where they defamed Joyce Case Harlow terming her a bigot for letting respondent interview

her.

20. Applicants have engaged in the same behavior they purported abhorred in court filings with

this court publishing anonymous defamatory blogs on innocent Canadian citizens, making a

mockery of the process and bringing dishonor to the Nova Scotia Court system.

21. No judgment obtained in a foreign land by recognized libel tourists will be deemed
enforceable in the United States.

WHEREFORE, respondent moves that this Court:
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Direct the Applicants to file any motions for injunction in the proper venue per the process

they commenced under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the United States District

Court for the Southern District of Mississippi as the provincial courts in Nova Scotia have

no jurisdiction over the subject matter or the Respondent.

Dated this 6th day of February, 2013

Respectfully submitted,

Douglas K. Handshoe
Post Office Box 788
Wiggins, MS 39577
Telephone: (228) 284-0004
Facsimile: (601) 928-5129
Email: earning04@gmail.com

mailto:earning04@gmail.com
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Trout Point legal wars redux

February  6, 2013 - 13:31  — Timothy  Gillespie

Trout Point Lodge Resort in the hinterlands of Kempt, Nov a Scotia, has long been

known as one of the region’s most-promoted tourism v enues and the recipient of

many  industry  accolades.

But the Lodge, and owners Vaughn Perret, Charles Leary  and Danny  Abel, hav e

been ev en better known recently  for the wide web of legal tangles that hav e

engulfed them in the past three y ears.

On Thursday  morning Leary  and Perret are scheduled to appear in a Y armouth

Supreme Court to appeal to a justice for hearing date on their claim that

Mississippi blogger Doug Handshoe has v iolated copy right infringement laws

by  posting a photo of the pair on his Slabbed blog.

The hearing is the latest episode in

what would appear to be part of a

three-y ear legal war between Trout

Point owners and Handshoe, whose

blog was created in the wake of

Hurricane Katrina, focusing on the

various insurance and political

corruptions which occurred then.

Handshoe soon turned an ey e to

political corruption in and around New

Orleans, some of which centred around

the multi-million dollar River Birch

landfill project and a corrupt Jefferson

Parish official named Aaron Broussard,

who is a former business partner of

Danny  Abel and who owned property

adjacent to Trout Point Lodge.

River Birch landfill conglomerate

executives and those with related firms

are now under federal indictment in

New Orleans and federal prosecutors

have moved to sieze assets in some

cases. The firm was thought to have

paid Broussard and other politicians

hundreds of thousands of dollars in

exchange for cooperation on receiv ing

lucrative contracts.

Broussard co-founded a Nova Scotia firm called Public Works Investments in

1999, with a Trout Point Lodge mailing address and, according to testimony  by

Leary /Perret in prev ious cases, had some of his properties marketed through

the  Lodge. Broussard and fellow bureaucrats pleaded guilty  in 2012 and he is

expected to be sentenced to eight to fifteen y ears in prison later this month.

Leary /Perret enaged in legal battles with New Orleans newspapers and TV

stations and Slabbed/Handshoe, plus the owners of the popular Wordpress

software, challenging assertions linking them to the corrupt practices of

Broussard. The media outlets identified Aaron Broussard as an owner of Trout

Point Lodge.

The Times Picay une, Fox8 and WWLTV eventually  published retractions and

Slabbed suffered a default defamation judgement in Nova Scotia, resulting in a

half-million dollar award. The pair’s attempt to get a U.S federal court to

uphold the award failed and Leary /Perret have appealed that ruling.

As part of the Leary /Perret submission for Thursday , they  include

correspondence with Slabbed’s web host, citing the U.S. law, referred to as

Digital Millenium Copy right Act (DMCA), which, in part, governs the rights of

publishers and citizens on the internet.

Leary /Perret also submitted as ev idence a copy  of a recent, additional
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Website con str u cted w ith   FastSite   by  PBN - Pr iv a te Bu sin ess Netw or ks pow er ed by  Dr u pa l

Former US attorney  in New Orleans,

Jim Letten

defamation suit against Handshoe and Wordpress owner Automatic, naming

River Birch attorney s and SCT publisher Timothy  Gillespie as “co-

conspirators”.  In that suit, Leary /Perret claim that Handshoe has falsely

accused them of “perjury , grifting, graft, fraud, ly ing, racketeering, filing

frivolous and/or SLAPP lawsuits, being bag men and "nefarious," litigiousness,

money  laundering, funnelling of bribes, funnelling of illegal kickbacks, money

laundering for drug cartels, involvement in organized crime, and involvement

with the corrupt practices of Louisiana politicians including the

implementation of kick-back and "pay  to play " schemes.”

The pair claim in the suit that “such false statements of facts are particularly

damaging to the reputations of Perret, an attorney  licensed in 2 states, and

Leary , a former professor of history .”

Prior to the recent court filing, that defamation action was amended, removing

Handshoe, River Birch legal team and Gillespie and leav ing Automatic as the

only  defendant. The court was not prov ided a copy  of the amended complaint.

New Orleans lawy er and Trout Point

Lodge owner Danny  Abel has also

recently  filed a defamation suit

against Handshoe and fellow

attorney  Anne Marie Vandenweghe,

who, while working in the admittedly

corrupt administration of Aaron

Broussard, is credited with being the

whistleblower who advised the FBI

and Justice Department of Broussard

and his staff’s illegal actions.

Sources in the U.S.A. tell SCT that the

current copy right suit by

Leary /Perret appears to be a “back

door” attempt by  the pair to assert

Nova Scotia legal authority  over U.S.

law, affording them a possibility  of

collecting on the large judgement

from 2012. “The plaintiffs

[Leary /Perret] attempt to invoke US

law and seek its protections is ironic,” say s Louisiana attorney , Jack E. “Bobby ”

Truitt. “The DMCA is a US law, which is not applicable, as far as I know, in

Canada. So, for the plaintiffs to try  to seek redress is confusing, and hopefully , a

Canadian judge would realize this on his or her own.”

Truitt went on to say , that, while pressing their defamation claims in a SPEECH

Act lawsuit in Federal court in Mississippi, “the plaintiffs vociferously  argued

that Canadian law should trump US laws regarding free speech.”

“These plaintiffs,” added Truitt, “should focus on running their lodge and

managing what was formerly  Aaron Broussard’s properties rather than tilting

at lawsuit windmills.”

Handshoe, who is a CPA, was reluctant to comment widely  on the most current

legal moves by  Trout Point owners, except to tell SCT, “If Perret and Leary  and

Abel think they  can manipulate the federal courts in Mississippi by  continuing

to file actions in Nova Scotia, they  are sadly  mistaken.” While declining

comments of specifics of the copy right matter, Handshoe said that he felt his

legal team had the matter well in hand.
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